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CYPRUS COLLEGE OF ART

Workbook for Postgraduate Certificate in Fine Art
and Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Art

Although most people using the Cyprus College of Art in Lempa (Lemba) do so as visiting artists, and do not 
consider the Postgraduate programmes to be course, it is possible to study in a more formal way on the 
programme if you want to. The choice on this is up to you, but please read this document in full before 
deciding whether to do so.

At its most basic, the programme that is approximately three months in duration is called the Postgraduate 
Certificate in Fine Art and the programme that is approximately six months in duration is called the 
Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Art. This follows the English model of Higher Education at postgraduate (post-
bachelors degree) level.

A more sophisticated way of understanding this is that the PG Certificate and PG Diploma require you to 
study for a number of ‘learning hours’.

A Postgraduate Certificate equals 60M credits or 600 hours study at Level 7 on the National Qualifications 
Framework for England. The M after the number 90 indicates
Level 7.

A Postgraduate Diploma equals 120M credits or 1200 hours study at Level 7 on the National Qualifications 
Framework for England. Again the M after the number 180 indicates Level 7.

As long as you undertake this amount of study on the relevant units or modules that comprise the 
Postgraduate Certificate in Fine Art and Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Art it does not have to take 3 or 6 
months. It could be shorter or longer in duration. It could also be undertaken in stages, providing the College 
agrees and is able to facilitate this.

In theory, with the PG Certificate or PG Diploma you should be able to apply to a university in the UK to use 
your studies at the Cyprus College of Art to offset study at the university to which you are applying for an MA 
in Fine Art (or similar). However this is not guaranteed and it is up to the university to which you are applying 
whether they will be willing to accept your studies at the Cyprus College of Art en lieu of MA study with them.

The process to get study at the Cyprus College of Art accepted by another university or college in the UK is 
called Accreditation of Prior Learning or APL for short. Make sure you ask any university you want to 
apply to in the UK to consider your studies at the Cyprus College of Art under APL as it is the only system by 
which your studies can be taken into consideration.

When you apply for APL the university or college you apply to will try to match all the elements of your 
studies in Cyprus with what one of their own students on an equivalent fine art MA programme would have 
studied, and where there is a match they will usually agree to your studies in Cyprus being used to offset 
study with them. However, be aware that very few MA Fine Art courses are ever identical and so it is very 
unlikely all of your studies in Cyprus will match what students at another institution would study, and so it is 
rare for a PG Diploma at one institution to be considered exactly the same as a PG Diploma at another 
institution. That is why the APL system exists, to work out what does match.

In a best case scenario, the 1200 study hours you put into gain the Cyprus College of Art PG Diploma in Fine 
Art will be accepted as equivalent to a PG Diploma in Fine Art at the institution your are applying to and you 
will only have to study for another 60M credits or 600 hours for a full MA Fine Art qualification. However, we 
stress, this is not guaranteed, and it is likely you will have less than 120M credits allocated from another 
institution for your study in Cyprus.

The PG Certificate in Fine Art and PG Diploma in Fine Art are not KYSATS recognised in Cyprus.
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The Programmes

To obtain the PG Certificate in Fine Art or PG Diploma in Fine Art from the Cyprus College of Art you must 
complete a number of units, also called modules. Each module asks you to undertake a series of tasks, and 
upon successful completion of those tasks you are allocated the credit hours for the particular unit, plus a 
grade for how well you undertook those tasks. The grading system is based on the system used in English 
universities.

For the PG Certificate in Fine Art you must complete two units. These are:

Unit 1: Research, Planning and Presentation
Unit 2: Studio Practice 1.

Unit 1 is worth 20M credits or 200 study hours and unit 2 is worth 54M credits or 540 study hours. The two 
units will give you a total of 74M credits or 740 study hours. As you will see the requirement for the PG 
Certificate in Fine Art is only 60M or 600 credit hours so you exceed that requirement with this programme.

For the PG Diploma in Fine Art you must FIRST complete the PG Certificate in Fine Art and then you must 
complete two additional units. These are:

Unit 3: Studio Practice 2
Unit 4: Cypriot and Contextual Studies

Unit 3 is worth 54M credits or 540 study hours and unit 4 is worth 12M credits or 120 study hours.

With the credits earned in the PG Certificate in Fine Art you will have four units which will give you a total of 
140M credits or 1400 study hours. As you will see the requirement for the PG Diploma in Fine Art is only 
120M or 1200 credit hours so you exceed that requirement with this programme.
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Work and Tuition

The postgraduate programmes at the Cyprus College of Art have always run as self-directed and research 
based study and not as teacher-led programmes. This means the majority of your time will be spent woking 
on your own art in your studio space, and not being taught how to make art.

That said, there is a syllabus and you must fulfil the requirements of the syllabus if you want the qualification. 
In doing so you will be supported in the following ways:

• In Lemba you will be allocated studio space in which to work. This study space is open officially from 8am 
to 6pm Monday to Friday and we consider this the working week and it is when you should be in your 
studio space working on your art. If you do not work according to this timetable it is almost impossible for 
your tutors to see you working and offer either formal or informal advice.

• In Lemba you will have access to tutorial advice. To arrange a tutorial you must be pro active. That means 
you should be active in asking for that advice. If you do not do this there is no way the tutor(s) can know 
you want a tutorial, so the onus is always on you to ask for a tutorial if you want one.

• In Lemba you will have access to library facilities, but the opening hours are restricted.

If you do not work in Lemba, either for all or part of the course, you will need to arrange with the Cyprus 
College of Art an equivalence to the above in advance of you commencing your off-site research or studies.
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Assessment

The assessment of the postgraduate programmes comprises the following elements:

• An exhibition of your preparatory work (eg sketch books, note books, photographs etc) and your finish or 
part finished works (eg. paintings, sculptures, photographs etc).

• Submission by email of written work (eg. essays)

• Where required by specific modules, a verbal or oral presentation on your work of NOT MORE than 30 
minutes duration.

Alternative arrangements en lieu of the above might be possible through prior agreement with the external 
examiner.

The exhibition of your work is primarily an assessment exhibition and not a public exhibition, and so although 
it might be opened to the public it should be conceived as an attempt by you to prove to the assessors that 
you have fulfilled the course requirements and not as a show to impress the public or sell work. The two 
things are often very different. For example, in a public exhibition you rarely see sketch books, preparatory 
work or essays. In an assessment exhibition if you do not show these you will probably fail the course.

The work placed on display for assessment will be assessed by two people. They will be people with 
standing in the art and/or education worlds and at least one of them will be from outside the College. The 
other assessor will either be a member of the College team or from outside the College. It is the College 
which decides on the assessor(s) and not the students.

A date will be set for the assessors to view your assessment exhibition and a deadline prior to this will be set 
when you must finish setting up the display of your work. If your assessment exhibition is outside the College 
facilities in Lemba this must be agreed in advance by the College, and permission to stage the assessment 
exhibition in some venues might not be agreed if the College considers them inappropriate or too difficult for 
the assessor(s) to access.

When the assessment is taking place you must not be at the College studios. This is to allow the assessors 
to discuss your work freely without them having to worry about you or others overhearing their private 
discussions.

At the end of the assessment you will have access to the display space again and can set it up differently for 
a public exhibition if you wish.

The assessors will assess your work in the following way:

• They will look for evidence that you have fulfilled the course requirements by trying to match what they see 
in your assessment exhibition with the individual module documents. If there is a 100% match you will 
receive the credit hours for the relevant module.

• They will use the Grade Descriptors to decide how well you have fulfilled the course requirements. This will 
be used to decide on the grade you receive for each module.

The only exception to this is the verbal or oral presentation on your work. This will be witnessed by a tutor of 
the College who will adjudicate it in the following way:
• They will listen to see that you discuss your own work and its relationship to other artists and/or Cyprus.

• They will listen to ensure it lasts not less than 15 minutes in duration and not more than 30 minutes in 
duration.

This information will result in a simple pass or fail for your verbal or oral presentation.

Upon successful completion of the PG Certificate in Fine Art or PG Diploma in Fine Art you will be issued 
with a Transcript of Marks and a diploma-type certificate. There is usually a delay in the issuing of these 
which can be up to three months. 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The Programmes

The full syllabus (“Course Descriptors”) are given at the end of this document. If you decide to apply to use 
these to offset further study (for example MA study) via Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) you will need to 
show these syllabuses to the university or college you are applying to. However, you should also read them 
yourself as they are the governing documents for your course of study.

In summary these can be broken down as follows:

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN FINE ART

Unit/Module 1: Research, Planning and Presentation

For this you should undertake a period of research and planning for your course of study. Some of this can 
be done prior to you starting officially on the course, if you want, but ideally it will be undertaken during the 
first few weeks of the course starting, particularly if you are coming from abroad, as that will give you time to 
explore and start to understand Cyprus.

You should identify, explore and research an area of Cyprus (its history, culture, art, environment etc) that 
you find of interest, that is a logical progression from your artistic interests and practice prior to starting on 
the course. You should then make a plan on how you will continue to explore and research this topic and 
how you think you might respond to it in your art work. As the course progresses this plan and response 
might change, and that is not a problem, but we want you to have a plan of action to get you working right at 
the start of the course.

Within three weeks of starting the module you will be asked to submit an essay of not less than 300 and not 
more than 500 words, written in English, in which you discuss the following:

• Briefly explain your art practice and artistic interests immediately prior to starting the module.
• Identify one or more areas of interest in Cyprus (its history, culture, art, environment etc) that you think you 

might want to research and explore further through your art.
• Indicate a research plan in which you indicate how you intend to undertake your research into one or more 

areas of interest in Cyprus (its history, culture, art, environment etc). For example, do you need to visit 
particular locations and make sketches, or take notes and photographs?

Midway through the module you will be asked to give an verbal or oral presentation on your work, looking 
briefly at your immediate past work, and indicating what are the new areas of interest or developments that 
have emerged since you started the course. This must be not less than 15 minutes and not more than 30 
minutes duration.

At the end of the module you must submit an essay, in English, of not less than 1800 words and not more 
than 2200 words in which you:

• Briefly explain your art practice and artistic interests immediately prior to starting the module.
• State the areas of interest in Cyprus (its history, culture, art, environment etc) that you think you originally 

thought you would want to research and explore further through your art.
• Indicate how your original thoughts on your areas of interest in Cyprus (its history, culture, art, environment 

etc) changed, developed, were modified etc during the course of the module and what prompted these 
changes or developments.

• Speculate on how your art might further develop after the course and/or module.

Unit/Module 2: Studio Practice 1

In this unit or module you undertake your personal studio practice. You should use the research plan of Unit 
1 as your starting point and in the studio undertake sketches, studies, written notes, etc., in which you seek 
to experiment with visual ideas arising from undertaking your research plan in Unit 1. The studio practice 
might, and perhaps should, modify that research plan, so you should keep notes on how this plan develops 
and is modified, either in a special note book or in your sketchbook.

What the assessors will want to see at the end of the module is:
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• Sketchbooks, note books and similar showing your thought processes. These do not have to be neat or 
like an academic essay, but they should be visible, accessible and comprehensible to the assessors, and 
they should be fulsome. By that we mean, you should use your sketchbook and/or note book on a daily 
basis to plan, research and reflect, so that by the end of the module there is a substantial body of 
supporting work.

• A body of finished or near finished art works in which you try to explore and resolve some of the ideas 
thrown up by your research and development. This can be in any artistic medium, and there should be 
evidence of an experimental attitude, taking you out of your comfort zone, and trying to resolve the visual 
and technical problems this might throw up. If you like you can include a short (not more than 200 words) 
written statement to explain to the assessors what is going on with your research and/or work, but this is 
not obligatory.

If you undertake both of these units/modules successfully you should pass the course and be awarded the 
Postgraduate Certificate in Fine Art.

POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA IN FINE ART

To obtain the PG Diploma in Fine Art you must complete the two units of the Postgraduate Certificate in Fine 
Art programme (described above) plus the following two units.

Unit/Module 3: Studio Practice 2

In this unit or module you undertake your personal studio practice. In Unit 1 you were asked to undertake an 
essay at the end of which you were asked to speculate on how your art might further develop. This should 
become the starting point or initial plan for your work in Unit 3: Studio Practice 2. This will seem less rigid 
and predetermined than the research plan for Unit 2: Studio Practice 1, but that is deliberate as we assume 
you will undertake an organic development from your earlier studies rather than starting again. Your 
assessors will be looking for work that is far more resolved and confident, so while experimentation is still 
welcomed, it should have a more definite direction and not be in wildly different areas.

What the assessors will want to see at the end of the module is:

• Sketchbooks, note books and similar showing your thought processes. These do not have to be neat or 
like an academic essay, but they should be visible, accessible and comprehensible to the assessors, and 
they should be fulsome. By that we mean, you should use your sketchbook and/or note book on a daily 
basis to plan, research and reflect, so that by the end of the module there is a substantial body of 
supporting work.

• A body of finished art works in which you try to explore and resolve some of the ideas thrown up by your 
research and development. This should all be more resolved and confident than the previous studio 
practice module. This can be in any artistic medium, and there should be evidence trying to resolve the 
visual and technical problems, and where possible succeeding in such resolution. If you like you can 
include a short (not more than 200 words) written statement to explain to the assessors what is going on 
with your research and/or work, but this is not obligatory.

Unit 4: Cypriot and Contextual Studies

As you will be studying in Cyprus or in relationship to Cyprus we would like you to consider your work in 
relation to Cyprus. This consideration can result in a close connection between what you make in the studio 
and Cyprus (or the Levant), or it can lead to a rejection of any direct link between your work and Cyprus (or 
the Levant). The point is to consider why you are in Cyprus and whether there is any impact on your work 
from Cyprus. If there is then what is it, if there is not then what other artistic and/or cultural influences are 
having an impact on you?

To do this we ask you to undertake research to define to relationship to historic and/or contemporary artists 
and the wider art world, and to analyse and reflect upon the impact Cyprus and/or the Levant has had on 
your work. The aim of this shall be to produce a written essay, in English, of not less than 1800 words and 
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not more than 2000 words in which you attempt to reflect upon and analyse the inter-relationship between 
their own studio work and (i) that of other historic and/or contemporary artists, and (ii) the location, history, 
culture or environment of Cyprus and/or the Levant.

As part of this essay you are also asked to consider and propose concrete and practical steps that you 
consider necessary and desirable for the future development of your studio work, either as a professional 
practising artist or as a student on a course of further study (for example if you go on to MA study what might 
you do next?).

If you undertake both of the units/modules of the Postgraduate Certificate in Fine Art and both of the units/
modules of the Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Art successfully you should pass the course and be awarded 
the Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Art.
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ASSESSMENT COSTS

Because not all artists joining the Cyprus College of Art want to undertake a formal programme we no longer 
include the assessment costs in everyone’s fees. That means anyone who wants to take the formal 
Postgraduate Certificate in Fine Art and Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Art must pay their own assessment 
costs separately and on top of any programme or other fees.

If you decide you wish to undertake the formal Postgraduate Certificate in Fine Art and/or Postgraduate 
Diploma in Fine Art the assessment costs are charged at cost rate - in other words we do not make any profit 
from them, they are simply used to pay the cost of the assessors.

The cost comprises two elements:

• An assessment cost per student.

This is basically the wage paid to the assessor(s) for doing the assessment.

• Expenses of the assessor(s) per assessment.

This is basically the cost of travel, accommodation (if necessary) etc for the assessor(s). It is charged per 
assessment visit and so if more than one student is being assessed at the same time this cost can be shared 
between the students.

RESIT FEES

If you fail an element of the course (for example if a module is incomplete) the assessor(s) can offer you the 
opportunity to resit after having done the required missing or remedial work. If this happens you will only be 
reassessed for the missing work upon payment of an additional assessment fee comprising both the 
assessment cost per student and the expenses for the assessor(s). For that reason it is best not to fail a 
module.

For the current costs of assessment please contact the College.

If you do not want to be assessed there are no assessment fees payable but please be aware you will not be 
awarded the Postgraduate Certificate in Fine Art, Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Art or any other award from 
the College.

KYSATS

This is an internally devised programme for artists, and as a consequence it is not KYSATS recognised.

This is the final page (page 9) of this workbook.
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IMPORTANT
Acceptance / Rejection

Please complete and return this form
at least four weeks before

you are due to start the programme

You can also send the information by e’mail to:
admin@artcyprus.org

Your Name:

Programme:       Postgraduate Certificate  /  Postgraduate Diploma

Proposed start date:    1 October 2014 (other start date:              /              /              )

I wish to ACCEPT this offer of a place on the above programme

I wish to REJECT this offer of a place on the above programme

Signature: Date:

If you do wish to accept this offer please indicate:

Do you require the basic youth hostel style living accommodation at the College?    YES / NO

Do you intend to take the formal part of the course to obtain the Certificate or Diploma?    YES / NO

In the event of an emergency who should be contact? Please give name, address, telephone and 
e’mail address, and indicate their relationship to you.

Are there any medical or other issue you want to inform us of that might affect your time with us in 
Cyprus? (NB: This is optional)

Please send this form to: Margaret Paraskos, Cyprus College of Art, 6 Stass Paraskos Street, LEMPA, 
8260 Paphos, Cyprus.
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